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The Five Steps to
Properly Accessing Corrosion Damage
In Your Fire Protection System
By Tim O’Leary
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ACE International has defined corrosion as: “The deterioration of a material, usually a metal, that results
from a reaction with its environment.”1
There are five critical steps to addressing the damaging effects
of corrosion, and the factors include understanding the effects
of the destructive process, properly assessing corrosion damage,
correcting system deficiencies, implementing a cleaning and
corrosion mitigation plan, and ongoing monitoring.

best practice” to identify the corrosive potential of the water and
to determine what role bacteria may contribute to the corrosion
process. Understanding the effects of bacteria, the impact of
corrosion, and the resulting damage is the critical first step.

Step Two

Once the corrosion potential is identified, a detailed assessment of the overall system condition becomes the second critical
“Believing that high purity water
Step One
step. Assessment of the damage
The presence of oxygen, water,
in a fire sprinkler system often
would be a good water source is very
and the steel pipe surface create
involves internal inspections as
misleading. In fact, certain minerals
an environment where corrosion
simple as removing end caps and
occurs naturally. The only limiting
opening
mains and branch lines to
found in water provide buffering that
factor to stopping this damaging
document the damage. Borescope
process is to limit the oxygen actually slows the process of corrosion.” filming provides detailed docucontent in the water, or considering
mentation of the overall condition
a corrosion control cleaning and treatment program that will of the internal piping of a system. Other non-invasive testing
inhibit the corrosion process from affecting the metal surfaces methods involve ultrasonic testing of pipes to determine the rewithin a fire sprinkler system.
maining wall thickness. Once the internal condition of a system
There are many factors that quickly accelerate the damaging is determined, a cleaning program will be selected to properly
process of corrosion. Certain waters are very aggressive in clean the system. Areas of the system that have experienced
nature. A prime example of this is pictured below. The pictured advanced corrosion are often identified for replacement. Areas
pipe is less than two years old.
of moderate sludge and corrosion debris are easily cleaned by
The water within this fire sprinkler system is a high purity dissolving the unwanted material into solution with system
(Reverse Osmosis) water source. Believing that high purity cleaners designed specifically for fire sprinkler systems.
water would be a good water source is very misleading. In fact,
certain minerals found in water provide buffering that actually Step Three
slows the process of corrosion. Bacteria known to contribute
Correcting system deficiencies is often overlooked and is
to corrosion and Microbiological
the third critical step in preserving
Induced Corrosion (MIC) are ofyour fire sprinkler systems from
ten blamed as the root cause of the
corrosion. Areas of trapped air
damage, which can be misleading.
in wet systems can be very probMIC refers to corrosion and the
lematic. High point peak areas
ensuring loss of metal caused by
of a system are locations where
biological acid producing organair accumulates. These areas of
isms.
a fire sprinkler system are where
Testing the waters within a
active corrosion causes advanced
sprinkler system provides users
pipe damage in wet systems. The
with a comprehensive picture of
trapped air is a detrimental condiwhat the water is doing to the pipes
tion that will cause premature failand components of the sprinkler
ure of a wet fire sprinkler system
system. Water analysis and deposit
due to the elevated corrosion.
analysis testing is considered “a
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of trouble-free
Minimizing
operation.
the introduction
of fresh oxygenated water into
Step Five
these systems is
The fifth and fiproven to slow
nal step is impledown corrosion.
menting a corroGang draining
sion monitoring
of high point
program. The
areas in a fire
corrosion monisprinkler system
toring program
has proven to be
documents the
effective at miniperformance of
mizing corrosion
the treatment
Weld Seam Pinhole Leak
in these areas
program.
Fire
viewed by a Stereomicroscope
by removing the
sprinkler systems
trapped air. Automatic air release systems that are treated with this program will
are another alternative to consider, but see typical corrosion rates of 1.0 Mil’s
are often cost prohibitive. Preaction dry Per Year (MPY) or better. Typical treated
systems will often see advanced corrosion systems see excellent corrosion protecin areas where moisture will puddle. Roll tion for three years or better.
grove areas and thread joints in horizontal
In summary, understanding the effects
runs are all areas considered susceptible of the destructive process of corrosion,
for this type of advanced corrosion. properly assessing corrosion damage,
Preaction dry systems are adversely correcting system deficiencies, impleaffected by condensate moisture from menting a cleaning and corrosion mitigathe air compressor source. Condensing tion plan and ongoing monitoring are the
water from the air compressor source is five critical steps needed to expand the
also considered highly corrosive and can life expectancy of fire sprinkler systems.
quickly advance the corrosion process. When a fire sprinkler system is properly
Having a dry air source in these systems cleaned and treated, the usable life is
is very important. Desiccant air driers and significantly increased.
1
Corrosion definition courtesy of “NACE Interinert gas generation technologies have
proven effective at minimizing moisture national.”
and oxygen in these systems
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Tim O’Leary is President of Huguenot
Step Four
Laboratories Inc. He has over 23 years
The proper cleaning and treating of a of industry experience serving the water
fire sprinkler system is the critical fourth treatment industry. He has developed
step. Cleaning of water-based process numerous corrosion control product
systems, such as cooling towers and boil- lines and patented treatment technologies
ers, are well understood and considered that provide superior sterilization of mua common practice in other industries. nicipal water sources over conventional
Cleaning of a fire sprinkler system is no treatment technologies. Under Tim’s didifferent. When the internal areas of a fire rection and through years of research and
sprinkler system are clean, the residual development, Huguenot Laboratories Inc.
oils, debris, and sludge are removed. This has developed unique cleaning and treatproprietary, environmentally-friendly ment technologies designed specifically
cleaner technology produces a sterile, for water-based fire protection systems.
clean environment.
Huguenot Laboratories Inc. has the only
Once a system is properly cleaned, a proven technologies available that are
secondary corrosion inhibitor and a food backed with the industry’s first, comgrade biocide is injected into the fire prehensive, money back performance
sprinkler system. The application of these guarantee.
products produces a semi-permanent
For more information contact: Tim
dynamic biostatic protection barrier that O’Leary, Huguenot Laboratories, (800)
inhibits bacterial growth and corrosion. A 228-3793, Website: www.huguenotlabs.
properly cleaned and treated fire sprink com.
ler system will provide you decades
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